
SwingVision & Adjust: 
Understanding the 
customer journey through 
subscription measurement  



SwingVision saw steady user growth in 2019. But by early 2020, 

with lockdowns on the horizon, they recognized a plateau in 

regards to app trials and conversions. They needed to get a 

better understanding of their full customer journey  —  from 

users seeing an ad to downloading and actually using the app. 

This challenge was made clearer after being featured on the 

App Store. SwingVision noticed a large number of installs from 

this data set, but few subscribers, trials and total sessions. We sat 

down with Richard Hsu, co-founder of SwingVision, who shared 

why SwingVision chose Adjust for their iOS app attribution and 

ad campaign optimization.  

SwingVision’s main goal was to discover the best way to push 

users towards trying their product.

By leveraging data from Adjust Subscription Measurement, 

SwingVision can easily deep dive into the various different 

stages of subscriptions — trials, conversions and cancellations. 

With this overview, they now have oversight on the entire user 

funnel and subscription flow. This is vital for any app with a 

subscription model. 

The challenge

The solution
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“ For us in the beginning, and even now, 
the biggest thing that we cared about was 
whether people were actually trying out our 
product; not just downloading the app.  
The other metric that we cared about is the 
type of conversion - from trial to paying.  
With Adjust, we were able to actually track all 
this information in a lot more in detail.” 

“ I think that my most favorite thing about the 
Adjust subscription tracking is that it's so 
detailed, and allows us to really dive deep into 
all the different stages of trialing, activation, 
conversions and even cancellations, and being 
able to understand the flow there.”

https://www.adjust.com/product/subscription-tracking/


With Adjust, SwingVision is now able to use referral links to track any conversions or events based on specific 

referrals.Additionally, SwingVision now also has the opportunity to analyze and optimize campaigns on a weekly 

basis by leveraging the Adjust Dashboard.

• By utilizing Adjust attribution data to monitor campaign performance, SwingVision saw almost  370% year-over-

year growth in terms of app installs in comparison with 2020.       

              

• Swingvision experienced a 1,200% year-over-year growth for subscription trials by deep linking their website to 

the App Store — providing users with a seamless transition from curiosity to trial.     

              

• The SwingVision team could now focus their efforts on growth, new products for their app such as line calling 

and working with tennis associations — expanding the pro experience not only on a recreational level, but also to 

leagues and tournaments. 

The results

Additionally, with Adjust Measure, SwingVision could 

acquire more granular event tracking as their user base 

grows. This highlighted where and how users were 

installing their app.
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“ We’re constantly improving utilizing our ad 
campaigns, and using the Adjust Dashboard 
to understand which ads are doing well. This 
gives us the ability to tweak them or remove the 
ones that are just being spent with little return.“
 

“ This is actually one reason also why we ended  
up choosing Adjust — a lot of the MMP solutions 
that we had made it difficult for us to have our 
own referral system. With Adjust, we were able 
to customize it and maintain referral informa-
tion, which is important because with iOS, it can 
be hard to maintain that referral information.“

https://www.adjust.com/solutions/ebooks/what-is-deep-linking-v2/?_bt=505596942234&_bk=adjust%20deep%20linking&_bm=e&_bn=g&_bg=117577027885&utm_channel=1&utm_source=google&utm_medium=search&utm_campaign=ST_DACH_EN-Deep-Linking-Guide_Q32016_Ebook&utm_term=engine%3Agoogle%7Ccampaignid%3A9889728438%7Cadid%3A505596942234%7Cgclid%3ACjwKCAjw7fuJBhBdEiwA2lLMYRY-1SPvfFPwXCYnLhBNVp54Dxlk0qDWJCMufkD1jw1xJOqfciScCxoCIGEQAvD_BwE&gclid=CjwKCAjw7fuJBhBdEiwA2lLMYRY-1SPvfFPwXCYnLhBNVp54Dxlk0qDWJCMufkD1jw1xJOqfciScCxoCIGEQAvD_BwE
https://www.adjust.com/product/mobile-app-attribution/


swing.tennis

In 2019, SwingVision began their mission to offer real-time video analysis and coaching 

to tennis players around the world. Conceived as an app to keep score amongst friends, 

SwingVision has since evolved; allowing users to track everything from tennis workouts to 

shot patterns as well as personalized coaching from a single iPhone camera. 

SwingVision sets itself apart from other tennis apps with pro quality shot stats and 

automated scoring — offering features for both individuals and coaches. With patented 

artificial intelligence (AI) developed by experts from Tesla and Apple, users can pinpoint 

areas of improvement by simply using an iPhone and a mount. This includes unforced errors, 

first serve percentage and break point conversions. 

Users get 2 hours of shot tracking, video analysis & cloud storage per month with no 

payment details required. Backed by tennis professionals Andy Roddick and James Blake, 

SwingVision currently holds a 4.7 star rating on the App Store, and their cutting edge AI 

technology was recently featured in Apple’s 2021 iPhone and Apple Watch Keynote.

Learn more about SwingVision at : 

ABOUT SWINGVISION

Adjust  is the mobile marketing analytics platform trusted by growth-driven marketers 

around the world, with solutions for measuring and optimizing campaigns and protecting 

user data. Adjust powers thousands of apps with built-in intelligence and automation, 

backed by responsive global customer support. 

In 2021, Adjust was acquired by AppLovin, a leading marketing software company  

providing developers with a powerful, integrated set of solutions to grow their mobile apps. 

Learn more about Adjust at : 

www.adjust.com

ABOUT ADJUST

adjust.com

mangolytics-inc

@adjustcom

@swingtennis

http://swing.tennis
https://www.linkedin.com/company/mangolytics-inc-/
https://twitter.com/swingtennis

